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CHARTWISE MEDICAL SYSTEMS TEAMS WITH TRUCODE
TO PROVIDE BEST IN CLASS CODING AND DOCUMENTATION SOFTWARE
WAKEFIELD, R.I. -- (October ##, 2012) – ChartWise Medical Systems, Inc.,
(www.chartwisemed.com), an innovative Computer-Assisted Clinical Documentation Improvement
(CACDI) software company, is pleased to announce it has partnered with TruCode to integrate its
grouper, pricer, and editing web services into the ChartWise:CDI software solution.
ChartWise:CDI has the tools required by today's HIM departments to monitor their CDI programs and
ensure revenue optimization. A web-based software application, ChartWise:CDI streamlines the CDI
process using built-in expertise to translate clinical terms, labs, and medications into the diagnostic
terms needed for complete and accurate coding. ChartWise:CDI features electronic queries, a flexible
workflow, robust on-demand reporting and analytics, HIPAA compliant data security, reference
materials, HL7 interfacing, and ICD-10 cross-references.
"TruCode's products and technology are a perfect fit for ChartWise:CDI, and we're looking forward to
working with such an innovative and collaborative company," said Dr. Jon Elion, CEO and founder of
ChartWise. "This agreement with TruCode gives our customers a proven grouping and pricing solution,
placing reimbursement information at their fingertips.”
Integrating TruCode’s coding web service technology into ChartWise’s established ChartWise:CDI
software application will allow both organizations to continue to meet the needs of the coders and
documentation specialists who look to them for assistance in optimizing their coding processes.
“ChartWise was looking to add grouping, pricing and editing capabilities into its ChartWise:CDI
system,” said Tom Golden, chief technology officer for TruCode. “Rather than interfacing to a separate
encoder, they were able to integrate TruCode’s web services to provide a seamless experience to their
customers. Because the web services are hosted by TruCode, they also don’t have to worry about
applying updates – the groupers, pricers, and edits are always up-to-date.”
About ChartWise
ChartWise Medical Systems, Inc. based in Wakefield, RI, is a medical software firm and the developers
of ChartWise:CDI, a web-based solution for Computer-Assisted Clinical Documentation Improvement.
ChartWise:CDI's clinical intelligence expertise assists physicians and clinical documentation specialists
with increased efficiencies and completeness of documentation, queries and work flow. Developed by
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renowned physician, Jon Elion, M.D., ChartWise:CDI is the only documentation software that translates
clinical language used by physicians into accurate diagnostic language required for documentation and
reimbursement. For more information, visit www.chartwisemed.com.
About TruCode
TruCode, with headquarters in Alpharetta, GA is a software company that provides an encoder
application, components and web services to the hospital, consulting, and payer markets. TruCode was
first to release a complete ICD-10 encoder, and the first to deliver encoder components via web
services. TruCode is supported by HIM industry experts with over 25 years of experience. The encoder
web services technology is currently utilized by the following types of solutions: Computer Assisted
Coding (CAC), Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI), Electronic Medical Records (EMR),
Health Information Systems (HIS) and Healthcare Business Analytics. For more information visit:
www.trucode.com.
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